CASE STUDY

Henkel hangs up its old phone
systems to improve the employee
work experience
Accenture and Avanade help migrate more than 38,000 users to Skype for Business
for a remote working solution that will allow employees to collaborate from
a safe distance

Business Situation
Cutting the cord on outdated ways
of working

Solution
Putting the employee experience
at the forefront

The way people communicate is changing. For many,
picking up a desk phone and dialing a number has
already become a thing of the past. Henkel – a leading
producer of laundry and home care, beauty care and
adhesive technologies products, based in Dusseldorf,
Germany – knew it was time to move away from its
own legacy phone systems when it began updating its
workspaces for a more modern, open configuration.
It wanted to make the jump to Skype for Business.

The project began with an advisory phase led by
Accenture and Avanade Advisory, during which our team
helped flesh out the business case for the Skype
migration. This included building a migration strategy
that identified key priorities, the number of employees
and sites that would be moved, and any legacy
equipment that could be kept and repurposed. “We
knew that this project would require our unique skills at
the intersection of telephony and digital infrastructure,”
says Juergen Schwarz, Avanade’s business development
executive. “We have a deep understanding of Microsoft
365 and Skype, but also know how telephony can be
reused or reconfigured.”

The company had implemented Microsoft 365 in 2013,
but the Wi-Fi infrastructure wasn’t strong enough to
support digital calls as a realistic solution at the time. “We
had looked into testing a pilot program in 2015, but the
voice quality just wasn’t there yet,” says Dirk Lehmann,
Digital Workplace Manager at Henkel.
After upgrading its network technology and renovating
several of its offices, the business case finally began to
take shape. “Our phone systems were not able to provide
our employees with the needed flexibility,” explains
Mr. Lehmann. “Our employees were looking for more
flexibility within their work environment. For some of them
it was not possible to work from home, simply because
they were tied to their desks and phones. We wanted
to change that. With the new workspaces being built,
it finally made sense to replace our legacy systems with
Skype, which would enable our teams to leverage all
digital advantages without sacrificing call quality.”
Henkel knew that migrating tens of thousands of
employees across hundreds of locations to Skype would
be a huge undertaking and that the change might be
met with hesitation. It needed a trusted partner to ensure
a successful transition. After a great experience working
together on the initial Microsoft 365 rollout in 2013, and
thanks in part to our experience with project management
and change enablement, the company once again turned
to Accenture and Avanade – a joint venture between
Microsoft and Accenture.

“This project wasn’t just about going in and getting
rid of everything to make Henkel start from scratch,”
Mr. Schwarz continues. “Every company has existing
infrastructure and paid a lot of money for it. Our strategy
is to help them integrate into an existing environment.
Not all is lost and gone.”
Once the blueprint was in place, it was determined
that more than 38,000 users across 300 Henkel sites
worldwide would be migrated to Skype. Accenture and
Avanade began the transition, working closely with both
Henkel and other providers to ensure the hardware
and technology were in place for a seamless upgrade.
During the project, a heavy focus was placed on change
management to ensure employees were comfortable
with the change. “We wanted to avoid negativity around
the water cooler,” says Mr. Lehmann. “We put up posters,
sent out flyers about Skype, offered remote and onsite
trainings and provided personal support at the
biggest sites.”
“This was a critical part of mission control and it took
some meticulous planning,” explains Stefan Walter,
Avanade’s project lead at Henkel. “Our technical teams
and change management teams traveled together.
That’s how important the employee experience was to
Accenture, Avanade and Henkel. Part of this project was
convincing these users that they’ll really benefit from this.”
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Results
Measurable benefits for the business
and its people at a critical time
Henkel has already started seeing the benefits of the
Skype migration from both a business and employee
perspective. The company has enjoyed some of the
immediate cost savings it was looking for; in Dusseldorf
alone, it will save a significant amount per year just by
removing its legacy phone systems. Feedback has also
been positive from users as they’ve grown comfortable
with the platform and begun enjoying the flexibility of
remote working and increased collaboration. It’s a
win-win for everyone.
Of course, one of the largest benefits of this migration
was unforeseen at the start of the project. Henkel is now
in an excellent position to help keep its employees safe
in response to the global health crisis that has forced
companies across the world to look at remote working
solutions. With collaboration possible from home,
employees can maintain productivity from a safe
social distance.

About Henkel
Henkel operates globally with a well-balanced and
diversified portfolio. The company holds leading
positions with its three business units in both industrial
and consumer businesses thanks to strong brands,
innovations and technologies. Henkel Adhesive
Technologies is the global leader in the adhesives market
– across all industry segments worldwide. In its Laundry
& Home Care and Beauty Care businesses, Henkel
holds leading positions in many markets and categories
around the world. Founded in 1876, Henkel looks back
on more than 140 years of success. In 2018, Henkel
reported sales of around 20 billion euros and adjusted
operating profit of around 3.5 billion euros. Henkel
employs around 53,000 people globally – a passionate
and highly diverse team, united by a strong company
culture, a common purpose to create sustainable
value, and shared values. As a recognized leader in
sustainability, Henkel holds top positions in many
international indices and rankings. Henkel’s preferred
shares are listed in the German stock index DAX.
For more information, please visit www.henkel.com.

The key to the success of this project has been the close
relationship among Henkel, Accenture and Avanade.
“We’ve known these people for seven years and they
know us,” says Mr. Lehmann. “There is a trust that goes
along with that.”
“And it goes both ways,” agrees Mr. Walter. “We have a
similar philosophy on how to run these programs to be
successful. And everyone enjoys working together toward
a common goal.”
“If you aren’t working together,” says Mr. Schwarz,
"you fail.”
For everyone involved, Henkel’s move from legacy
telephony to Skype for Business has been a huge
success. Looking ahead, the team is already preparing
the migration from Skype to the next generation
collaboration tool: Microsoft Teams. Together, we
continue to move forward.
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About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud
services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the
Microsoft ecosystem. Our professionals bring bold, fresh thinking
combined with technology, business and industry expertise
to help make a human impact on our clients, their customers
and their employees. We are the power behind the Accenture
Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage
customers, empower employees, optimize operations and
transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Avanade
has 38,000 professionals in 25 countries, bringing clients our best
thinking through a collaborative culture that honors diversity and
reflects the communities in which we operate. Majority owned by
Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com
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